ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
The PCFG (Probabilistic Context-Free Grammar) [1] , [2] , [3] , and [4] has been applied for developing some Vietnamese parsers as [5] , [6] , and [7] . All of these mentioned Vietnamese parsers use un-subcategorized PCFG.
In this research, we are interested in applying the Chomsky's subcategorization theory [8] and PDCG (Probabilistic Definite Clause Grammar) [9] , [10] , [11] , and [12] to implement a subcategorized PDCG parser which allows analyzing effectively simple Vietnamese sentences. To implement this parser, we define our Vietnamese subcategorized PDCG grammar based on our set of sub-categorical and phrasal tags, and syntactic rules defined on these tags.
We also develop a Treebank for training this subcategorized PDCG parser. The Vietnamese sentences in our Treebank are syntactically analyzed and tagged by hand.
SUB-CATEGORICAL AND PHRASAL TAGS

Definition of Subcategorical Tags
• Nominal Tags
Nouns are divided into 9 sub-categories as presented in Table 1 . 
• Verbal tags
Verbs are divided into 8 sub-categories as presented in Table 2 . 
• Adjectival tags
Adjectives are divided into 10 sub-categories as presented in Table 3 . 
• Adverbial tags
Adverbs are divided into 7 sub-categories as presented in Table 4 . 
• Prepositional tags
Prepositions are divided into 3 groups, and ungrouped 17 prepositions. See in Table 5 . No. Conjunctional groups Non-terminals Conjunctional tags 1 và, "-", "," conj CONJ
• Special tags
In Vietnamese, there are words that always precede a noun or an adjective to modify for the noun or adjective, e.g. "cố", "cựu", "phó", "siêu", "tân", … We arrange these special words in a group. 
Phrasal tags
• Verbal phrase tags
Verbal phrase are divides in to 5 groups as shown in Table 8 . 
• Nominal phrase tags
Noun phrases are divided into 8 groups, as presented in Table 9 . • Prepositional phrase tags
Prepositional phrases are divided into 15 groups based on preposition, as presented in Table 10 . pp_cho PP_CHO 4 Prepositional phrases contain the preposition "của" pp_cua PP_CUA 5 Prepositional phrases contain the preposition "cùng" pp_cung PP_CUNG 6 Prepositional phrases contain a preposition of direction pp_direct PP_DIRECT 7 Prepositional phrases contain the preposition "khi" pp_khi PP_KHI 8 Prepositional phrases contain the preposition "không" pp_khong PP_KHONG 9 Prepositional phrases of location pp_location PP_LOCATION 10 Prepositional phrases contain the preposition "qua" pp_qua PP_QUA 11 Prepositional phrases contain the preposition "sau" pp_sau PP_SAU 12 Prepositional phrases contain the preposition "trong" pp_trong PP_TRONG 13 Prepositional phrases contain the preposition "trước" pp_truoc PP_TRUOC 14 Prepositional phrases contain the preposition "vào" pp_vao PP_VAO 15 Prepositional phrases contain the preposition "về" pp_ve PP_VE
• Adjectival phrase tags
Adjectival phrases are divided into 3 groups and presented in Table 11 . 
SYNTACTIC RULES OF PHRASES
The probabilities of phrasal structure rules are calculated with 1000 Vietnamese training sentences in our TreeBank described in the experiments.
Nominal phrase • Nominal phrase of one noun
Nominal phrase NP_N is formed by a noun or/and an adjective modifying for noun. 
• Nominal phrase of two nouns
Nominal phrase NP_NN is formed by two nouns and without adjuncts. No. Rules Probabilities 1 NP_NN → N N 1.0
• Nominal phrase of three nouns
Nominal phrase NP_NNN is formed by three nouns and without complements. No. Rules Probabilities 1 NP_NNN → N N N 1.0
• Noun phrase of four nouns
Nominal phrase NP_NNNN formed by four nouns and without complements. No. Rules Probabilities 1 NP_NNNN → N N N N 1.0
• Nominal phrase of five nouns
Nominal phrase NP_NNNNN formed by five nouns and without complements. No. Rules Probabilities 1 NP_TIME → ADJ_PRE N_TIME 0.045455 2 NP_TIME → ADJ_PRE N_TIME ADJ_DEM 0.022727 3 NP_TIME → ADJ_QUANT N_TIME 0.022727 4 NP_TIME → ADJ_QUANT N_TIME ADJP_NUM 0.022727 5 NP_TIME → ADJP_NUM N_TIME 0.159091 6 NP_TIME → ADJP_NUM N_TIME ADJ_DEM 0.022727 7 NP_TIME → ADJP_NUM N_TIME N 0.022727 8 NP_TIME → N N_TIME 0.022727 9 NP_TIME → N_TIME 0.090909 10 NP_TIME → N_TIME ADJ 0.045455 11 NP_TIME → N_TIME ADJ_DEM 0.045455 12 NP_TIME → N_TIME ADJ_ORDER 0.022727 13 NP_TIME → N_TIME ADJP_NUM 0.045455 14 NP_TIME → N_TIME DATE 0.022727 15 NP_TIME → N_TIME N 0.318182 16 NP_TIME → N_TIME N N 0.068182
• Nominal phrase of currency 
Prepositional phrase PP_
Adjectival phrase
Adjectival phrase consists of three types of general adjectival phrase (adjp), adjectival phrase of number (adjp_num), adjectival phrase of number (adjp_measure).
• General adjectival phrase (ADJP) 
SYNTACTIC RULES OF SENTENCE
The probabilities of sentential structure rules are calculated with 1000 Vietnamese training sentences in our TreeBank described in the experiments. 
Sentences formed by a syntagm
EXPERIMENTS
To train our subcategorized PDCG parser, we build a Treebank with 1000 simple Vietnamese training sentences, which are manually analyzed and tagged by using our Vietnamese subcategorized PDCG grammar and sub-categorical and phrasal tags. All of these Vietnamese sentences are titles of international news (from January 2011 to May 2013) which are collected and selected from the web site of VnExpress [13] . Our Treebank is based on Penn Treebank [14] , in which all of the rules are represented by Sandiway Fong's Prolog formats [15] .
Based on the built Treebank, the parser can extract 36 sentential rules, 309 phrasal rules and 3248 lexical rules. The probabilities of these rules are calculated by following Probabilistic Definite Clause Grammar [9] , [10] , [11] , and [12] .
The results of the experiments of the parser are presented in Table 38 . We apply the evaluation method proposed by [16] . For all of experiments, the averages of precisions, recalls and F measures are over 98%.
CONCLUSIONS
The application of Chomsky's principle of subcategorization [8] and PDCG (Probabilistic Definite Clause Grammar) [9] , [10] , [11] , and [12] allows enhancing the precision, recall and F measures of parsing on all of experimented Vietnamese sentences. However, building a subcategorized PDCG for Vietnamese language requires much time and linguistic complexity in defining tagset, and syntactic rules as well as building a Treebank.
In future works, we prepare to standardize the subcategorization, the tagset and syntactic rules for Vietnamese language. At the same time, the lexicon of parser will be also extended. A strong subcategorized PDCG parser will allow analyzing syntax with better precision.
